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THE DAJJAAL - TARIQ JAMIL

HIS DAJJAALI ANTICS IN THE U.K.

Tariq Jamil, the Dajjaal from Pakistan is currently presenting all his Dajjaaliyat to haraam
audiences of morons in the U.K. Describing the clowning Dajjaali antics of this agent of Iblees, a
concerned Brother from the U.K. writes:

The new poster boy of Indo-Pak Muslims, Moulana Tariq Jamil, is currently on a UK tour,
establishing his status as a celebrity similar to Bollywood and Hollywood stars.

One poster advertising his tour has a full-face photo of him in kurtah and turban, with
Big Ben and the British Houses of Parliament in the background.

Such posters are normally circulated for the shows of Indian singers at venues such as
the 02, but this one is for Moulana Tariq Jamil’s bayaan at Masjid e Ilyas - the Raiwind
faction of the Tabligh Jamaat’s London markaz.

Tabligh Jamaat activity is just one leg of his current UK tour. It is, in fact, a sideshow. He
is in the UK primarily as a guest of a charity.

“Islamic Relief presents Moulana Tariq Jamil,” their poster reads, using language
synonymous with the entertainment industry.

The sponsor of the Islamic Relief-hosted events is Wahed, a financial company which
offers “Halaal” investments.
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By allowing them to capitalise on his celebrity status to promote their business, Moulana
Tariq Jamil has even surpassed some Hollywood and Bollywood stars who only allow
charities to exploit their name to raise funds for what they regard as worthy causes.

To watch Moulana Tariq Jamil in action, people sit in what his publicists describe as
theatre-style seating, the banqueting suite and the platinum suite.

And in the most notorious display of power and strength, wealth and status, Moulana
Tariq Jamil has a phalanx of bodyguards - probably more than the number who
accompany British at similar-sized events. They are burly white men who form the
advanced security detail, arriving at a venue before him. Then when he comes,
chauffeur-driven, they run alongside his posh black car and finally escort him to the
stage. A couple of these menacing-looking men then take strategic positions near the
stage. All this is presumably done just in case Moulana Tariq Jamil is mobbed by his
legion of fans, who range from honourable ulama and Tabligh Jamaat sathees to khalaas
and teenage girls.

Many of them sit together to watch the main actor - Maulana Tariq Jamil - take the stage
to give a lecture about, believe it or not, the sunnah of our Prophet Mohammed (peace be
upon him), while the cameras of the men and women in the crowd flash away at regular
intervals.

His appearance is the final act - the climax of an event which has Qaaris and nasheed
singers, videos of the pain and suffering of Muslims as Islamic Relief showcases its work
to raise funds, and Wahed’s staff, promoting “Halaal” investments.

In a nutshell, Moulana Tariq Jamil is offering Muslims, on his current UK tour, his own
cocktail of religion, business and entertainment. May Allah protect our deen.

(END OF LETTER)
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COMMENT:

The Raiwind Tablighi faction is equally complicit with Tariq Jamil Dajjaal in further ruining the
Imaan of Jaahil Muslims who attend his Dajjaaali shows for deriving nafsaani fun from his
clowning. The Raiwind Tablighi faction is fast degenerating into a haraam Anti-Islam cult. This
faction’s association with this Tariq Iblees is ample evidence for confirming the dhalaaliat of this
miscreant Tablighi cult. It has drifted far, very far from the Sunnah which it falsely proclaims to
propagate. If appears that Iblees with his agent Tariq Dajjaal, has gripped the Raiwind elders in
his tentacles.

The Brother’s commentary on the dajjaali antics of Tariq Jamil Dajjaal should serve as an
eye-opener for sincere Muslims who still labour in doubt and confusion regarding the evil status
of the Mujrim, Tariq Jamil Dajjaal.

This Dajjal’s ‘cocktail religion’ is pure Satanism inspired into him by Shaitaan, the accursed one.

11 Zul Qa’dh 1439 – 25 July 2018
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